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Abstract
To guarantee the immediate and instant delivery of money transaction,
it is essential to have a system that manages clients, agents and man-
agers in one place. The objective of this project has been to study and de-
velop an online remittance management system for a small  business,
that contains features to manage admins, agents, senders and beneficia-
ries with different access level. The project user interface designed using
bootstrap  library  and  implemented  on  a  popular  PHP  framework,
Laravel.  While  the  purpose  of  the  project  is  to  develop  the  system
“Money Transfer Management System”, the evaluation process carried
out based on user's privacy and security, functionality and usability test.
The method used to solve the problem is the study and investigation of
an initial set of requirement to identify the problem, application solution
approach to divide the project into sub tasks, and application evaluation
process to test and propose the result. On the other of technical side, ob-
ject oriented programing technique in PHP, MySQL relational database,
HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript libraries used to solve the problem. The
user of the system able to create transactions with a unique reference id,
pay  out,  cancel,  edit  and  mange users  data.  The  result  of  the  study
showed that, the system is secure against any injection or mass assign-
ment attack.

Keywords: PHP, Bootstrap, Transfer, Laravel, HTML
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1 Introduction
This thesis report describes the procedure of developing a web applica-
tion “Money Transfer Management System” that offers a solution to effi-
ciently manage and organize remittance payment services. The system
will be developed for web based applications that no need of hardware
or platform dependency. It is online accessible and easy to use.

Money transfer management system uses to manage and administrate
financial records to maintain payment services between clients and their
beneficiaries. The system will be developed for a small financial com-
pany to replace their traditional remittance system.

The system has only one person owner or manager but it is also possible
to assign or create an admin that do the same task as manager. While the
rest such as users, agents and so on created and managed by the system
manager. The benefits of using Money transfer Management System is
to control transaction, administrate employee, manages agents and their
commission, generate report and client management.

1.1 Background and problem motivation
Within the area of money remittance, there is an increase need of soft-
ware to help mange and organize their work. To handle manually all
data coming in and going out from different locations is not an easy
task. Therefore there is a need for an automated solution to carry their
continuous and repeated work. 

On the other hand, financial companies have more complex administra-
tion than others and they are always critical to rules and regulations of
hosting country. Since that they are responsible of any delay on report or
misinformation of data. The study show that the company spent much
time on administration rather than customer services and that leads to a
problem delaying clients remittance to deliver on time.

This project engages in discovering solutions and procedures to effec-
tively  organize the company daily  work to  perform tasks  at  a  given
time. This solution expected to increase revenue and save time spent on
phone calls and paper works.
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1.2 High-level problem statement
The project's overall aim is to study and perform research on money re-
mittance management to propose a solution that will enhance produc-
tivity on small companies. 

The main goal of the proposed solution is to provide an instant delivery
of remittance and concepts to create branches with agents, administrate
users, manage clients and create reports.

The thesis  also studies  current  approaches to  toward money transfer
management  system,  and compare them with the proposed solution.
The project also investigates and analysis the business requirement to
ensure the entire system fulfills the main objectives after deployment. 

After proposing a solution to money transfer management system, the
thesis makes efforts to design and implement remittance management
solution. The solution will be designed in a manner to be targeted to
east African country's clients, which is in consideration of client's limited
access to internet.

Finally, we will perform functional and usability testing for the solution,
and ensure its security, usability, performance, and improve the solution
based on the obtained result.

1.3 Scope
The scope of this thesis work focuses on procedures and methods used
to achieve the desired goals and objectives of the project.  The project
will define the design and implementation techniques used to solve the
entire system development. 

The primary focus is an online remittance management system using
latest web framework and technologies. The targeted users of the system
assumed  in  this  project  is  small  and  middle  companies  seeking  to
mange their transfers, agents, clients and make reports.

The scope will  also cover the analysis and evaluations methods used
during the process of the system development, and finally discusses on
which technology chosen for this project, result documentation and fu-
ture works.
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1.4 Detailed problem statement
The development of an online financial records management system is
not an easy step with a consideration of security threats and the size of
the project. While doing so, the thesis will also study on making a suc-
cessful solutions based on the problem that we have to develop this sys-
tem. The concrete goals that will be achieved to help solve the whole
problem is:-

1. To  develop  remittance  management  system  designed  to  users
such as manager, admins, agents and clients.

2. Online system with back-end database

3. Create remittance with unique reference id, then manage it (i.e.
editing and deleting)

4. Mange clients(senders and beneficiaries data)

5. Manage currency exchange rate

6. Create and manage users

1.5 Outline
Chapter  1  gives  an  introduction  and  describes  the  purpose  and  the
study field of the thesis, and as well as outlines relevant goals and objec-
tives of  the thesis  problem statements.  Chapter  2 describes the back-
ground theory  of  the  thesis  that  contains  necessary  information  that
serves as a basis of work conducted in this thesis, and moreover to up-
date the reader with required information in order to get a deeper un-
derstanding to the background of the thesis. In chapter 3 describes the
procedures and methods of research which is conducted to achieve the
goals and to provide a solution. While in chapter 4 contains design and
implementation  that  describes  the  solution  creating  using  user
interface(UI) of the application. Chapter 5 contains the result of the pro-
posed solution. Chapter 6 contains the conclusion drawn from the re-
sults obtained from the evaluation process, and reflects information con-
cerning future works. Finally, the thesis report ends with a list of refer-
ence materials used to carry the work, and an appendix of relevant sur-
vey data.
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2 Theory
2.1 Web Technologies

Software  development  involves  of  taking  into  a  consideration  of  all
aspects of software life cycle to solve a problem. While there is a set of
steps  and  phases  that  a  software  program  goes  through  during  the
development process, there is also technologies and tools that take part
to  accomplish  the  idea  of  implementing  the  software.  Therefore  this
chapter  contains  the  literature  study  of  the  materials  that  was  used
during the software development process of this project.

To develop software and mainly web application is a complicated task
that needs continuously maintenance throughout  the life  cycle of  the
web application. To reduce the frustration of the making revisions and
bugs, the development must follow some sort of software development
architecture. And the software architecture used to solve this project is
MVC  or  Model-View-Controller.  MVC  used  in  software  engineering
with  a  fundamental  principle  to  separate  the  logic  of  an  application
from  its  presentation.  Whereas  the  base  principle  is  to  separate  the
application in to three main parts, such as the Model, the View and the
Controller. MVC can be illustrates as the figure 2.1 below[1].

Figure 2.1. Model View Controller principle[1].

In figure 2.1 above can be describe clearly when the user interacts with
the view by clicking buttons or submitting forms,  the controller fires
and transfers the user input to the model. The model in its way receives
the information from the controller and updates its state to fire on the
logic. Finally the View checks the state of the model and displays the
newly entered data and then waits for another interaction from the user.
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Following  such  software  architecture  makes  the  application
maintainable  and  fast  development.  The  preliminary  study  on  this
project show that to solve such a big project using an MVC framework
architecture  for  a  better  management  and  maintenance.  Therefore
Laravel was among the best selected PHP frameworks to implement the
project.  The benefit  of using  Laravel is based on time saving such as
modular  package  systems,  very  simple  of  customization  and  set-up
process, pre-enabled tools to protect attack and all SQL codes kept in
separate model to easily monitor the code and assist maintenance. 

2.1.1 Laravel
Laravel1 is a free open-source PHP web application framework created
by Taylor Otwell and following the MVC Model-View-Controller which
is intended for web applications. What is PHP applications framework?
And why  Laravel is  is  an important framework for  this  project?  The
answer is  PHP application framework  is  a  set  of  classes,  libraries  or
components written in PHP server-side scripting language that aim to
solve common web development problems and promote code reuse[2]. 

Figure 2.2. MVC View in Laravel [2].

5
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Using  such  PHP framework  application  keeps  from  reinventing  the
wheels  and  save  time  during  the  web  developments.  Laravel's
advantages  over  other  PHP  framework  applications  summarized as
follows, the command line interface artisan uses to execute the repetitive
tasks like lunching development server, create models, run migrations
and database seeding. 
An other  great  feature of  Laravel is  Eloquent  ORM(Object  Relational
Mapper) to provide simple  ActiveRecord implementation for working
with the database which means each Eloquent model represents a single
database table and that makes querying database table with simple, few
and clear code. Laravel Migrations and Seeds are also some of the grate
features in Laravel, to keep database schema model and easily migrate
the  changes  into  any  other  development  machine  with  a  single
command. These are some of the many popular features of Laravel[3].

2.1.2 PHP
PHP is  an  open  source  server-side  scripting  language  embedded  in
HTML  for  the  purpose  of  web  development.  The  principle  of
implementing a web page in PHP is to allow static web pages to become
dynamic. PHP codes runs on the server and their result turned to the
web  browser  as  plain  text  HTML.  PHP  is  easy  to  learn  and  runs
efficiently on the server side that is compatible with all servers used to
day and the most popular and powerful MySQL database. Windows,
Linux,  Unix,  Mac  OS  X  etc  are  some  of  the  various  platforms  PHP
runs[5].

2.1.3 MySQL Database
MySQL  is  a  free  open-source  Relational  Database  Management
System(RDBMS) that uses SQL, Structured Query Language. SQL is the
most popular languages accessing and managing content in a database.
Where database is a collection of data and MySQL is database software
that  let  you store  and retrieve as  efficiency as  possible.  The popular
choice  of  database  for  web  applications  is  MySQL,  based  on  its
reliability, quick access, ease and flexibility of use[6].

6
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2.1.4 Bootstrap
Bootstrap is a free open-source front-end framework and a collection of
CSS and JavaScript  libraries  to  create websites  and web applications.
Bootstrap  is  built  on  responsive  12  column  grids,  layout  and
components.  The other  useful  and great  feature  of  bootstrap are  the
responsive utility classes which you can make block of content appear or
hide based on the size of the screen. All the different elements of HTML
such  as  headings,  forms,  tables,  lists,  etc  have  been  styled  with
extensible classes. Bootstrap package contains also a bundled JavaScript
Plugin  components  that  a  project  requires,  and  adding  these
functionality is as simple as a few lines of code. Bootstrap does not only
offers styling element of a web application, it provides examples and
demos with a great documentation for a reference[12].

Figure 2.3. Bootstrap file structure.
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2.1.5 HTML5
The presentation view of the project's contents to the user created useing
HTML5,  where  as  HTML5  is  the  latest  fifth  revision  of  the  HTML
standard of World Wide Web Consortium(W3C). HTML is a standard
markup language used for structuring and presenting to create webpage
contents for the World Wide Web(WWW) or internet. HTML stands for
HyperText Markup Language that determines the content of a webpage
but not its functionality. As HTML5 is latest revision of HTML has came
with  new  interesting  elements  such  as  new  semantic  elements  like
<header>,  <footer>,<article>,<section>,  new  control  attributes  like
number,  date,  time,  calendar,  range,  graphic  element  like  <svg>,
<canvas> and multimedia elements like <audio> and <video>. The Geo-
location, Drag and Drop, Local Storage and Application Cache is some
of  the  interesting  new  Application  Programming  Interface(API)  that
came with HTML5. All these larger set of technologies together allows
to create more divers and powerful websites and web applications[13].

2.1.6 CSS3
CSS  is  a  style  sheet  language  used  to  define  how  HTML elements
displays and formats on web browsers. CSS3 is the latest and current
used version of CSS specification. However, CSS stands for Cascading
Style Sheet, which is designed to enable separate of document content
from  document  presentation  that  can  improve  content  accessibility,
provide  more  flexibility  and  control  presentation  characteristics.  The
aim of the latest CSS3 is to help developers solve their problems without
the need for non-semantic markup and complex scripting. Some of the
features  included  in  CSS3  are  support  for  additional  selectors,  drop
shadows,  rounded  corners,  animation,  multiple  background  and
transparency[13].

2.1.7 JavaScript and JavaScript's Libraries
JavaScript is a programming language used as part of the web page to to
implement client-side script to make web pages interactive.  Major web
browsers support JavaScript, and user uses JavaScript enabled browser
makes to run the script on their side to make the page more dynamic.
Advanced  JavaScript  programming  uses  to  handle  the  browser
differences which is very difficult and time consuming work. To handle
these difficult, as a lot of JavaScript libraries are available, the author
decided to use the most popular JavaScript framework, jQuery. 

8
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jQuery –  is  the  most  popular  JavaScript,  fast,  small  and feature  rich
JavaScript  framework[14].  It  has  a  function  of  animation,  DOM
manipulation and Ajax Handling. jQuery manipulates and access HTML
elements (DOM elements) using CSS selectors in a web pages. It is also
provides  a  companion  UI  “User  Interface”  framework  that  can  be
described  as  an  abstraction  layer.  Since  jQuery  tries  to  simplify  the
complexity from JavaScript like Ajax and DOM manipulation, you do
not need to be expert in JavaScript to start using jQuery, all you need
basic things and then start using it.

2.2 Tools and Development Environment(IDE)
2.2.1 PhpStorm

PhpStorm2 is  a  java  based  cross-platform,  commercial  IDE  for  PHP.
PhpStorm built on JetBrains' IntelliJ IDEA but the IDE can be extended
by installing Plugins created for the platform or write yor own Plugins.
PhpStorm features privides a rich code editor for PHP such as syntax
highliting,  on-fly  error  checking,  code  autocompletion,   refactoring,
MVC view and extended code formatting configuartion. 

PhpStorm key feature development environment is SQL and database
suport that is  generation of schema migration, export  query result to
file, database schema refactoring, remote deployment, PHP UML class
diagram, and version control systems integration. Ex Git. PhpStorm has
also many great features on debugging and testing, JavaScript, CSS and
HTML[19].

2.2.2 Sublime Text
sublime3 text is  a cross-platform text and source code editor for code
and markup. Sublime text supports many programming languages and
markup  languages  but  by  adding  Plugins  can  be  extended  the
functionality of the editor. Sublime text has also some great features like
quick  navigation  to  files,  symbols  or  lines,  simultaneously  make  the
same changes to multiple selected areas, uses adaptive matching, project
specific preference etc[20].

9
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2.2.3 Composer
As every project develops, the project depends in some other packages
or  libraries  and  also  these  files  may  depend  on  other  packages  or
libraries. To manage all these packages on a per-project basis you need
some sort of tools for their management, and composer is one of them.
Composer4 is one of the great invention since ever the evolution of PHP.
Composer is a tool for dependency management in PHP. It allows you to
declare  the  libraries  your  project  depends  on  and  it  will  manage
(install/update)  them  for  you[7].  In  a  web  application  development
without Composer you keep re-inventing the wheel when ever you do a
common task such as user authentication, route requesting or database
management,  but  Composer  solved  all  these  problems  for  keeping
doing the same thing over and over.  You require dependencies  on a
project by project basis and then composer pull in all required libraries,
dependencies and manage them all in one directory e.g. vendor which is
inside the project folder.

2.2.4 XAMPP
XAMPP  is  a  free  cross-platform  web  server  solution  developed  by
Apache friends, and includes Apache HTTP Server,  MySQL database,
PHP written script interpreters and Perl programing language. XAMPP
stands from these components it includes which is Cross-Platform (X),
Apache(A),  MySQL(M),  PHP(P)  and Perl(P).  XAMPP is  a lightweight
and easy for developers to create locl server for testing purpose. To set
up  a  server  you  need  a  server  application  (Appache),  database
application  (MySQL)  and  scripting  language  (PHP).  These  included
primary components in XAMPP has its own role in setting up a web
server[21].
Apache – is a web server application that processes and delivers web
content to a computer.

MySQL – is a database management system for storing collected data
from web applications.

PHP – is server side scripting language works perfectly with MySQL to
power web applications.

Perl –  is  a  high  level  and  dynamic  programing  language  used  in
network programing and system admin.

10
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2.3 Third-Party Dependency
Despite the hard work you spend developing the project,  there  are a
number  of  third-party  software  components  to  depend  on.  The  idea
behind the third-party  dependency is  as  simple as  to  make software
components reusable and component-oriented development improves
the  efficiency  and  quality  of  custom  application  development.  The
software  you  depend  on  or  people  depend  on  your  product  is
developed and distributed freely.

As mentioned above, the package dependency management is one of
the great  invention that  help PHP developers  save time and develop
quality applications. Packagist.org5 is the main composer repository. It
aggregates public  packages installable with composer[16].  The author
used some dependencies in developing this  project  like fontawesome
(iconic  font  and  css  framework)  and  laravel  –  that  this  project
implemented  on,  are  all  some  of  these  pulled  from  PHP  package
repository.  All  you  need  to  do  is  to  define  your  dependencies  in
composer.json file which is in your root of your project, as follows: 

"require": {
    "php": ">=5.5.9",
    "laravel/framework": "5.1.*",
    "laravelcollective/html": "5.1.*",
    "fzaninotto/faker": "1.*",
},

Code 2.1. Requiring dependency.

and then execute the above piece of code on your command promote to install
the dependency.

composer install

Or you do as follows to require and execute the dependency.

composer require components/font-awesome

11
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3 Methodology
3.1 Initial pre-study

In this chapter explains the approaches taken to achieve the goals indic-
ated in chapter one and as the result, there must be a relevant know-
ledge studied on that field to arrive at a meaningful solution. The study
will be conducted in an initial set of requirement to identify and under-
stand the problem in order to bring a relevant solution. The knowledge
study will be gathered from different academic, non-academic and sci-
entific materials. In general, to solve the problem needs to divide the
whole project into tasks and conquer based on that sub parts. The aim of
the whole project is at applying the “Money Transfer Management Sys-
tem” accessible from online, and that means a research and study on the
integrity of the system is important to make user's privacy and security
always kept confidentially.

The goal is to study and make analysis on which technology and frame-
works to use to develop a secure system. Then after, to apply best algo-
rithms to avoid the system against any threat.

3.2 Functional Requirement
In software engineering, functional requirement used in project devel-
opment management to break down the steps needed to fulfill the re-
quirements.  The business requirement of this project is to develop an
online remittance management system, where as the functional require-
ments outlines who will have access to the system, how users register to
the system, who will have top ownership or access level of the data, who
creates transfer and who pays out. All these requirements will be solved
by prioritizing the most important one at first based on the quality crite-
ria below. 

Achievable: is a requirement can be implemented withing project time.

Unambiguous: is a requirement has only one interpretation.

Complete:  is  the  requirement  contains  all  the  information needed to
write the software acceptable to the customer.

Consistent: is the requirement does not conflict with other requirements
on the same system or related systems.

12
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3.3 Application solution approach
After conducting the background literature research and it is possible to
determine  the  solution  of  the  outlined  problems  of  the  project.  In
addition  to  this  there  may  be  necessary  research  to  enhance  the
completion  of  the  problem  solving  process.  In  general,  the  project
divided into sub tasks to tackle and conquer the whole project. In order
to lower the difficulties which may appear during the problem solving
process, the project plan divided into the following pieces:

1. A responsive U I design focusing to all devices screen size.

2. Database Modeling and design

3. Construct functional classes that serve and interacts with the user in-
terface and the back-end database.

4. Testing and evaluation of the end result, and propose the future work.

The sub task described in 1 deals and primarily consists designing  the
visual user interface of the application. This interface design reflects and
represents  the  project's  design  information  with  different  features.
While the other three sub-tasks which is described in 2, 3 and 4 are all
deals  with  the  system  functionality  which  includes  functions  and
algorithms to perform a user task on the browser.

3.4 Agile Model
Agile model is application development model used in software devel-
opment.  In  agile,  software  developed  through  collaboration  between
self-organized, in incremental, continuous improvement, rapid and flex-
ible  response  to  change.  The  advantage  of  using  this  development
model is the interaction of people rather than processes and tools, cus-
tomer  satisfaction  by  rapid  and continuous  delivery,  possible  to  late
change of requirement, frequently delivers working software and close
cooperation between business and developers. The author would like to
emphasize that there was a continues conversation between the com-
pany and the developer during the development of this project to incre-
ment the functionality of the system. The digram below describes the
Agile model.

13
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Figure 3.1. Agile application development model[11].

3.5 Application evaluation process
The system will be tested to ensure that the system meet the minimum
requirement. Tests carried out to avoid user's dissatisfaction, cost and
back-works. Basic functionality testing performed to make sure that the
application minimum requirement has been meet. The test mainly in-
volves using black box to test each and every function of the system by
providing appropriate input to verify the output and compare it to the
expected results. Usability testing carried out after functionality testing
to verify every aspect of the application performs properly. The test plan
in this  stage  verifies  that  the application usability  gets  a  positive re-
sponse from the users or testers that the application operates in con-
formance with the requirement specification.

Testing  will  be  carried  out  on  different  browsers  to  make  sure  the
compatibility of the developed system and small devices like mobiles.
Where as evaluation will be carried out using different tools to evaluate
the security, integrity and response time of the system, but usability test
will be conducted through questionnaires and interviews based on user
satisfaction.

To evaluate the proposed solutions to the outlined problems, there shall
be a survey of test which participants to rate the level of satisfaction,
how easy is the system, user interface and efficiency. A number of users
will participate on the testing and evaluation process to gather relevant
data. Participants will be interviewed or fill out online form and will be
questioned to indicate their preference and experience to evaluate the
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presented application. The survey will be carried out by handing in doc-
uments of feedback to the participants at the time and place of testing,
and there is an online open-access survey for those who are interested as
an alternative to the paper.

Each  participant  has  an  estimated  time  of  15-20  minutes  to  test  the
application,  and  where  as  2-3  minutes  to  respond  the  survey.  The
participants will be asked to offer their feedback and responses based on
their opinion and thoughts to the presented UI design of the application,
functions, usability difficulty and efficiency of the system, interest and
importance of the system. The total time estimated to take per person is
between 10 and 15 minutes.

The result will show that to indicate the responsive and computability to
all browsers and mobile devices, user level satisfaction, the importance 
of the system to solve current problems,  and UI experience.
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4 Related Work
Even though the task of this project is to design and implement “Money
Transfer  management  System”  that  can  create  transfers  and  manage
users and clients data. It is an advantage to compare the work done with
current existing applications that provide the same solution to the out-
lined problem in section 1.4. But the reason of developing this system is
to meet the requirements given by the company. Since application dif-
fers on their functionality and usability, the author will identify the simi-
larity and difference of the current application used by the company.
The current functionality of their system is to register a transaction with
sender and beneficiary detail, then generates the registered transaction
into pdf file to attach and send to the agent. The author pre-study show
that this is 

4.1 Application with similar functionality
The current application that is used by the company has a similarity on
some  functions  of  the  developed  system.  The  table  below  describes
some of the similarities.

Table 1: Similar application functionality 

Functionality Description

Register transaction No  need  of  user  id  and  password  to
register a transaction

Edit, delete Possible to edit and delete

search Possible search records

Manage clients data Possible  edit  and  delete  previous  saved
clients data

4.2 Application with different functionality
As mentioned above every application has different functionality even if
their background idea is the same. In this section the author identified
that the current application program has a number of different functions
to current developed application. The table below describes the different
functionality implemented in this project.
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Table 2: Application with different functionality

Functionality Description

Accessing online The system is implemented for online 
purposes

Register transaction Only signed in users can register

Register new user The system manager can create a new 
user/agent 

Manage exchange 
rate

Possible to track the exchange rate and update 
the database as required

Generate reports Generate reports based on dates or agents

Finally,  the  above  given  similarities  and  differences  are  based  on  the
application developed locally for the company,  shalom money transfer.  The
application  developed  as  a  stand  alone  application  on  C#  programming
language which is not supports other agents to work on the same system at the
same time. Therefore the aim of this project is to replace the current system
with an online accessible system.
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5 Design
5.1 Requirement Specification

Requirement specification is a software requirements specification (SRS)
that describes the intended purpose and environment for the software
underdevelopment and this can be explained as what the software will
do and how will expected to perform. The principle of SRS is to mini-
mize the time and effort required by developers to achieve the desired
goals and in return minimizes the development cost.

5.1.1 Functional Requirement
R1. The system must create, update and delete transactions.
R2.  The  system  should  only  be  available  to  active  users  not  

deactivated one.
R3. Agents  and  Administrator  must  be  created  by  the  system  

manager.
R4. The system must manage Clients. To create, update and delete  

Senders and Beneficiaries data.
R5. The system must manage users, to create, update and delete
R6.  Users must have valid user id and password to access the system.
R7. The system must create currency exchange rate and manage the 

entries.
R8. The system must parse trusted external Exchange rate update. Ex 

European Central Bank
R9. Agents shall create new transaction and pay out to Beneficiaries.
R10. The system must not allow to pay to already paid transactions.

5.1.2 Non-Functional Requirement
Q1. The system shall provide authentication and authorization access 

control to users. (Security)
Q2. The system shall handle validation error. (Usability)
Q3. The system shall respond to the user accurately. (Efficiency) 
Q4. The system shall satisfy user's purpose. (Functionality)

5.1.3 Assumptions
A1. Users device assumed to have internet connectivity.
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A2. End users assumed to have latest updated web browser.
A3. It  is  assumed  that  to  handle  different  users  of  the  system  

simultaneously.

5.2 Requirement Prioritization
Requirement  prioritization  is  a  method  used  in  software  product
management to determine which software product should be included
during  release.  Software  requirement  prioritization  is  also  used  to
minimize risk during software development by implementing first the
high  risk  requirement.  Since  there  is  a  lot  of  methods  to  use  a
requirement prioritization techniques, the author has decided to use the
most  popular  and  easy  Binary  Search  Tree(BST)  as  requirement
prioritization  technique.  Binary  Search  Tree  is  a  requirement
prioritization technique used in agile project management method. The
binary search tree technique to prioritize requirement can be described
as follows quoting from Thomas Bebensee[14].

1. Pile all requirements

2. Take one element from the pile, and use it as root node.

3. Take another requirements and compare it in terms of priority to
the root requirement.

4. If the requirement has a lower priority than the root node, com-
pare it to the left sub-node and so forth. If it has a higher priority
than the root, compare it to the right sub-node. This is done until
the requirement can finally be placed as sub-node of node with-
out an appropriate sub-node.

5. Steps 2 and 4 are repeated for all requirements.

6. Finally, traverse the tree from right to left in order to put the re-
quirements on a list.

Based on the binary search tree method above, the author performed the
requirement prioritization and the table shown below is the result of the
Binary Search Tree(BST).
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Table 3: Result of binary search tree requirement prioritization

ID Requirement Description Status Priority

R6 User authentication Must  have  valid  user  id
and password

Started 1

R1 Create transaction Create, update and delete
transaction

Started 2

R10 Transaction status Paid  is  already  closed
transaction

Started 3

R7 Currency exchange rate Manage  currency
exchange rate entries

Started 4

R3 Manager creates agents
& admins

Agents,  admins  and
others  creates  by system
manager

Started 5

R2 Active users System is  available  only
to active users 

Started 6

R5 Manage users Create, update and delete
users

Started 7

R9 Agents  create  and
payout 

Agents  bay  to
beneficiaries,  add
transaction

Started 8

R4 Manage clients Senders and beneficiaries
management

Started 9

R8 Parse exchange rate Parse  updated  exchange
rate. Ex from banks

Started 10

5.3 Overall system designed
The overall system design is based on MVC Model View Controller. The
whole system designed and implemented in  Laravel PHP framework
that supports MVC. To describe MVC, we can say that a programming
design pattern in application where portion of code are responsible for
representing View, Model and Controller. Even though the general ar-
chitecture of PHP based MVC defined in detail on chapter 2, I would
like to mention at least some of the important parts of the architecture.

The overall system design architecture can be refereed as the picture be-
low. The picture gives a general understanding how the MVC works
with applications.
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Figure 5.1. The project's system design architecture[2].

View is visualization of the state of the model that manages the graphi-
cal and textual output renders on HTML display. Model is object repre-
senting data,  and manages  the behavior  and data  of  the application.
Controller facilitate to the change of the state of the model and inter-
prets the inputs from the user and instructs the model and view to per-
form action based on that input. Laravel has also route that guides the
user interaction with the application. When the user clicks somewhere
on the view the route takes care all the way to the destination. Routes
has to be registered and supports various HTTP requests like get, post,
put, patch and delete. Example of route registering:

Route::get('dashboard/transaction', '  TransactionControllers  @  create');

The example above can be explained as follows, dashboard/transaction
is the URL get request from the user, TransactionController is the con-
troller name and create is the method on the controller. 

The Eloquent ORM or Query Builder provides ActiveRecorde imple-
mentation to work with the database. Laravel provides two way of data-
base operations, Query Builder or Laravel's Object-Relational Mapping. 
The idea is to make database connections and managements extremely 
simple and secure. Instead of writing complicated SQL queries it pro-
vides a convenient way of telling the application to manipulate the data 
and Laravel translates the command into SQL queries.

5.4 Database Model
The figure below represents the database model of the system to store 
inputs from the user.
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Figure 5.1 Project’s database model design
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6 Results
6.1 Functional requirement analysis and evaluation

The system functions analyzed and evaluated based on the functional
requirement mentioned above in section 4.1.1 to ensure the final deliv-
ery of the project. Functional test used to test the system function and
mainly the black box to test each and every function of the system.

Table 4: Functional test of the project

Functionali
ty

Test Execution Plan Expected out-
come

Test
Result

R6

User 
authenticati
on with 
unique id 
and 
password

Navigate to the 
authentication area and use 
already registered email and 
then sign in.

Sign in the user 
and redirects to 
the dashboard

Passed

On the sign in form file 
unregistered email and hit the
button sign in

Sign in denied, 
credentials do 
not much our 
record

Passed

R1

Create new 
transaction

Create new transaction/
remittance

Creates with a 
unique reference 
id and store in 
the database

Passed

R10

Check 
transaction 
status

Paid, pending, reserved or 
canceled, if it is in pending 
state is allowed the agent to 
pay out the transaction

In reserved, paid 
or canceled the 
state of the 
transaction is 
closed.

Passed

R7

Currency 
exchange 
rate

Create currency exchange rate
and then manage it (update 
and delete)

Create, update 
and delete
- required fields 
returns error 
messages

Passed

R3 

create agent
and admins

To create agents admins or 
employee to access the system

Create users of 
the system
- required fields 
returns error 

Passed
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messages

R2

User status

Active users Full access to the 
system

Passed

Not active Possible to sign 
in with limited 
access

Passed

R5

Manage 
users

Update users, delete or 
deactivate 

Possible to 
update, delete 
and deactivate
- required fields 
returns error 
messages

Passed

R9

Agents 
possibility 
to create 
and pay out
transaction

Different users inserts new 
transactions and on the other 
hand can pay out transactions

Possible to insert 
new and pay out 
to beneficiaries

Passed

R4

Manage 
Client

Create, update and delete 
senders and beneficiaries data

Possible to 
create, update 
and delete and 
- required fields 
returns error 
messages

Passed

R8

Parse 
exchange 
rate

Check if parsed data from 
European Central Bank 
updates accordingly

Updates 
consequently

Passed

6.2 Usability evaluations
The usability evaluation performed to verify the result of efficiency and
satisfaction from the  experiment  that  took place by five  users.  Users
have the same level of experience browsing on the internet with no pre-
vious experience to the application under test. During the test, each par-
ticipant acts as the system owner or manager to create manage transac-
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tions(create, update, delete), manage users, manage currency exchange
rate, mange clients, follow transfer and pay out transfer.

Table 5: Project's efficiency result 

Participant
No

Completion task
time(min)

Expected completion
time (min)

Time
difference(mi

n)

1 13 15 2

2 11 15 4

3 10 15 5

4 13 15 2

5 14 15 1

The evaluation result of application efficiency show that the maximum
time a user can spend on the system is with an average of 12.2 min. All
users spent within expected time frame and therefore the above result
completed successfully.

User Satisfaction: User satisfaction performed after the efficiency test to
verify the necessity, difficulty, interest, attractiveness, and satisfaction of
the user to the developed application. Five users participated and the
rating used is from 1 to 5 to scale the system, where 1 indicates poor and
5 indicates excellent.  The highest  result  showed that with 88% of the
users are satisfied and 84% liked the way it designed. Finally the appli-
cation showed that is not such difficult to users with 24% that indicates
poor difficulty. 

Table 6: User satisfaction result

Participant
ID

Difficulty Attractiveness Necessity Interest Satisfaction

1 1 5 3 3 5

2 1 5 5 4 5

3 2 5 4 4 3

4 1 3 4 4 5

5 1 3 3 5 4

Rating 1.2 4.2 3.8 4 4.4

Percentage 24% 84% 76% 80% 88%
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6.3 Privacy and security evaluation
This section deals with security evaluation of the application to ensure
that the system is secure. The evaluation performed against mass assign-
ment in the input fields of the application. In Laravel mass assignment is
when you send a bunch of fields of array to the model creation in a sin-
gle go rather sending them one by one.  The line of code below show
that when we are registering a user and get the input values from the
form fields:

$user = new User(Input::all());

The line of code above will take all form data as an array and assign
them to our model's attributes and then the model pass the data to the
database. If we do not have safe guard to protect us from unexpected
behavior, anyone could modify the requests parameter to set the value
of the property. This modification may include the user id, role and per-
missions. The easy solution is to assign the attributes one by one but this
would make our code not look clean.

There is two solution that we may consider for this project. If we are
protecting the user role, the attacker may not gain the admin privilege
by insert hidden data to the users table using the like chrome developer
tool, that we have to guard the user_role by specifying guarded prop-
erty to fields that we want them excluded from mass-assignment. And
the line of code below is guarded property specified on the User model.

protected $guarded = ['Role'];

The author used the second alternative to protect the mass-assignment.
We can specify the fillable property to specify the fields that we want
them in the mass-assignment.

protected $fillable = ['name', 'email', 'password'];

When we define the line of code above in the User model, the code loops
through the fillableFormArray method in Model.php, and the method
checks if the value is in the fillable property that we specified above. The
code below show that the method to check if we have a value in fillable
property.
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public function fill(array $attributes)
{
  $totallyGuarded = $this->totallyGuarded();
  foreach ($this->fillableFromArray($attributes) as $key => $value) {
        $key = $this->removeTableFromKey($key);

        if ($this->isFillable($key)) {
            $this->setAttribute($key, $value);
        } elseif ($totallyGuarded) {
            throw new MassAssignmentException($key);
        }
    }
    return $this;
}

If the value is in the list of the fillable, the method returns a list of properties in-
side the atterbuites, and that means if the fillable property defined properly in
our model, the mass-assignment will not process the undefined one.

The test performed using hiddin imput as mentiond above to check if the appli-
cation secure enough.

<input type="hidden" name="role" value="admin" />

The line of code above and a chrome developers tool used to test the applica-
tion. And the application show that it is secure to mass-assignment.

6.4 Existing solution evaluations
The table below is the analysis and evaluation performed on existing
system and the new developed system. The result show that the require-
ment outlined to solve the problem in section 1.4 is included on the this
new project.

Table 7: Investigation summary of pre-existing solutions

Usabilit
y

Online 
access

Relevan
t for its 
purpos
e

User 
access 
control

Many 
users 
accesse
s 
simulta
neously

Record 
store in 
server

Platfor
m 
depend
ent

Existin
g 
Solutio
ns

Limited No No No No No Yes

This Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
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solutio
n

 

6.5 System User Interface (UI)

6.6 User Login page
The login page promotes the user to authenticate to user the system. The
“Create an account” shown below in figure 6.1 is only for demonstration
purpose to be able the developer register him self to use the system but
it will not be allowed on the real world.

We are not going to display all the functionality of the application, but it
would be nice if we display some of the functionality to document the
project. The figure below refers to user authenticate to access the system.

 Figure 6.1: User Login screen
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After the user logged in successfully, the user controls transaction status and
payout to their belongings.

Figure 6.2: List of all transfers

Here in  the figure below 6.3 the user  can create  new transfers by inserting
senders and beneficiaries detail.

Figure 6.3: Create transfer 
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In this section the user can edit or delete the registered clients data. If any im-
portant information missed from the senders or beneficiaries personal detail.

Figure 6.4: Manage clients

The figure below shown 6,5 is a form that the user of the application to register
new users.

Figure 6.5: Form to create new users
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While there is fresh and updated exchange rate data parsed from third party ap-
plication, Ex banks, it is important to manage them separately for the integrity
of the data. Therefore the figure shown below is the data entered by the 

Figure 6.6: Manage exchange rate

Figure 6.7: Modifying exchange rate
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7 Conclusions
The  project's  detailed  problem  statement  goal  which  is  presented  in
chapter  one is  achieved as  the  requirement  stated has  been fulfilled.
From technical perspective of the requirement, the system is possible to
create transaction, add users to the system, manage records, create re-
ports and search entries. 

In order to have a clear understanding of the problem stated and the
solution  provided,  we used  to  divide  the  whole  project  into  smaller
chunks to conquer per small task. We also used requirement prioritiza-
tion technique to prioritize the most important tasks at first and the low-
est one at the end. Furthermore, we implemented the MVC architecture
design pattern to the solve the problem using an object oriented design
paradigm. 

The  study  result  as  shown  in  chapter  6  were  performed  by  five
anticipated users and tools to test and evaluate the application based on
the defined method. The result presented and discussed in chapter 6 in
tables.  The functional  test  and analysis  show that  the system passed
against all the requirement specified in chapter 5. Where the usability of
the application show that the higher spent time with 14 min and lowest
spent time 10 min. These results fulfills the expected result between 10
and 15 min with best satisfaction of 88%. The system security is verified
using on attack to the system and the system responded with a denial to
the requested services. The final result is the analysis and evaluation of
the  current  system used  by  the  client,  and  that  verifies  there  was  a
missing functionality to our new developed system.

7.1 Contribution
The development of this project could contribute to the targeted com-
munity and fill the missing gap of the system where to serve the aim of
money remittance processing. The expected impact of the application
can be summarized in to two, such as profit and save time. After the de-
ployment  of  the  system the  company will  benefit  and  attract  clients
from fast remittance services.
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7.2 Ethical Issues
The project has developed and will be deployed in consideration of the
rules and regulations of Swedish finance inspection and as well as the
resource  usage  during  the  development.  With  regards  of  preventing
money laundry  by  complying  government  regulations,  recommenda-
tions  and general  guidelines.  Finally,  during the development of  this
project, Mid Sweden University rules and regulations against plagiarism
and copy right violation has been strictly followed to fulfill the integrity
of the report. All referenced materials are listed and mentioned on the
last page of this report.

7.3 Future work
The project is tested and ready for deployment to fulfill the purpose in-
tended for development. However, the author admits that there is an ad-
ditional features that should be completed on the future. Generally, ad-
ditional futures can be outlined as follows, 

Front-end: Customers should track remittance delivery using the trans-
action reference. And client's online payment processing system should
also be completed.

Back-end: Messaging and notification features between users of the sys-
tem, such as agents should be implemented on the future. Agent's com-
mission management should also be completed.
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	Abstract
	To guarantee the immediate and instant delivery of money transaction, it is essential to have a system that manages clients, agents and managers in one place. The objective of this project has been to study and develop an online remittance management system for a small business, that contains features to manage admins, agents, senders and beneficiaries with different access level. The project user interface designed using bootstrap library and implemented on a popular PHP framework, Laravel. While the purpose of the project is to develop the system “Money Transfer Management System”, the evaluation process carried out based on user's privacy and security, functionality and usability test. The method used to solve the problem is the study and investigation of an initial set of requirement to identify the problem, application solution approach to divide the project into sub tasks, and application evaluation process to test and propose the result. On the other of technical side, object oriented programing technique in PHP, MySQL relational database, HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript libraries used to solve the problem. The user of the system able to create transactions with a unique reference id, pay out, cancel, edit and mange users data. The result of the study showed that, the system is secure against any injection or mass assignment attack.
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